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home for a school report, she gets a shock about what happened. Nobody
can change the past, but is Macey ready to take the responsibility for the
present and in the process reveal dark secrets about her town and the
people she loves?
Go Big or Go Home - Will Hobbs 2009-10-13
A meteorite is hurtling toward the Black Hills of South Dakota. . . . Brady
Steele's love for all things extreme is given a boost when a fireball
crashes through the roof of his house. It turns out that Brady's space
rock is one of the rarest meteorites ever found. In fact, a professor from
a nearby museum wants to study it in search of extraterrestrial bacteria,
hoping to discover the first proof of life beyond Earth. During a wild
week of extreme bicycling, fishing, and caving, Brady discovers he's able
to do strange and wonderful feats that shouldn't be possible. At the same
time, he's developing some frightening symptoms. Could he be infected
with long-dormant microbes from space? Is his meteorite a prize . . . or a
menace?
Hatchet - Gary Paulsen 2009-08-25
Celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the Newbery Honor–winning
survival novel Hatchet with a pocket-sized edition perfect for travelers to
take along on their own adventures. This special anniversary edition
includes a new introduction and commentary by author Gary Paulsen,

Somewhere There Is Still a Sun - Michael Gruenbaum 2017-04-25
When the Nazis invade Czechoslovakia in 1941, twelve-year-old Michael
and his family are deported from Prague to the Terezin concentration
camp, where his mother's will and ingenuity keep them from being
transported to Auschwitz and certain death.
Leaving Protection - Will Hobbs 2005-04-05
Raised in the island world of southeast Alaska, sixteen-year-old Robbie
Daniels jumps at the chance to work as a deckhand on a salmon troller
captained by legendary fisherman Tor Torsen. Catching king salmon
from dawn till dusk, Robbie is living his dream -- until he discovers his
mysterious captain's dark secret. Tor is illegally searching the coastline
for historic metal plaques buried by early Russian explorers. When
Robbie learns the value of these hidden treasures, he fears he may know
too much tosurvive. Tor's wrath and a violent storm at sea put Robbie's
courage and wits to the ultimate test.
Burning Up - Caroline B. Cooney 2012-08-29
Fifteen-year-old Macey Clare loves her Connecticut hometown, where
her mother grew up and her grandparents still live, and she likes visiting
her grandparents even more now that their neighbors’ handsome
grandson, Austin, has moved in. But when Macey decides to research the
history of a burned-out barn across the street from her grandparents’
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pen-and-ink illustrations by Drew Willis, and a water resistant cover.
Hatchet has also been nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels
by PBS’s The Great American Read. Thirteen-year-old Brian Robeson,
haunted by his secret knowledge of his mother’s infidelity, is traveling by
single-engine plane to visit his father for the first time since the divorce.
When the plane crashes, killing the pilot, the sole survivor is Brian. He is
alone in the Canadian wilderness with nothing but his clothing, a
tattered windbreaker, and the hatchet his mother had given him as a
present. At first consumed by despair and self-pity, Brian slowly learns
survival skills—how to make a shelter for himself, how to hunt and fish
and forage for food, how to make a fire—and even finds the courage to
start over from scratch when a tornado ravages his campsite. When
Brian is finally rescued after fifty-four days in the wild, he emerges from
his ordeal with new patience and maturity, and a greater understanding
of himself and his parents.
Take Me to the River - Will Hobbs 2011-02-15
Deep in trouble, Deep in the canyons Fourteen-year-old Dylan Sands has
come all the way from North Carolina to Big Bend National Park, on the
Texas/Mexico border, to paddle the fabled Rio Grande. His partner in
adventure is a local river rat, his cousin Rio. As the two are packing their
boats for ten days in the canyons, six Black Hawk helicopters appear
overhead and race across the river into Mexico. The army won't tell the
boys what's happening, but they are given a weather advisory: A
hurricane is approaching the Gulf of Mexico. Dylan and Rio have their
hearts set on their trip and can't give it up. Rio believes that their
chances of running into border troubles or a major storm are slim to
none. By canoe and raft, Dylan and Rio venture into the most rugged and
remote reaches of the U.S./Mexico border. You may well not see another
human being during the duration of your trip, the guidebook tells them.
They don't, until a man stumbles into camp with a seven-year-old boy. A
storm is brewing as the man who calls himself Carlos begs for help . . .
and the boy is trembling with fear.
Wild Man Island - Will Hobbs 2009-10-13
Andy is in a world of trouble. On the last day of a sea kayaking trip in
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southeast Alaska, fourteen-year-old Andy Galloway paddles away from
his group to visit the nearby site where his archaeologist father died
trying to solve the mystery of the first Americans. A sudden, violent
storm blows Andy's kayak off course and washes him ashore on
Admiralty Island, an immense wilderness known as the Fortress of the
Bears. Struggling to survive, Andy encounters a dog running with wolves
and then a man toting a stone-tipped spear. The wild man vanishes into
the forest, but the dog reappears and leads Andy to a cave filled with
Stone Age tools and weapons. Running for his life, Andy retreats deep
into the cave, where danger, suspense, and discovery await.
Crossing the Wire - Will Hobbs 2009-10-13
In this riveting, action-packed novel from award-winning author Will
Hobbs, a teenage boy hoping to help his loved ones must fight for his life
as he makes the dangerous journey across the Mexican border into the
United States. When falling crop prices threaten his family with
starvation, fifteen-year-old Victor Flores heads north in an attempt to
"cross the wire" from Mexico into America so he can find work and help
ease the finances at home. But with no coyote money to pay the
smugglers who sneak illegal workers across the border, Victor struggles
to survive as he jumps trains, stows away on trucks, and hikes grueling
miles through the Arizona desert. Victor's passage is fraught with
freezing cold, scorching heat, hunger, and dead ends. It's a gauntlet run
by many attempting to cross the border, but few make it. Through
Victor's desperate perseverance, Will Hobbs brings to life a story that is
true for many, polarizing for some, but life-changing for all who read it.
Acclaim for Crossing the Wire includes the following: New York Public
Library Books for the Teen Age, Junior Library Guild Selection, Americas
Awards Commended Title, Heartland Award, Southwest Book Award, and
Notable Books for Global Society.
Beardance - Will Hobbs 2008-09-08
Saving The Last Grizzlies As this action-packed sequel to Bearstone
opens, Cloyd Atcitty and his rancher friend Walter Landis are heading
back into the mountains, this time chasing the old man's dream of finding
a lost Spanish gold mine. But when Cloyd hears that a mother grizzly and
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her cubs have been sighted nearby, he immediately hopes it might be the
mate of the bear he had tried to save from a hunter the previous
summer. When the mother bear dies in a tragic accident, Cloyd realizes
that if her cubs don't survive, grizzlies will disappear from Colorado
forever. He refuses to leave the cubs, determined to stay with them until
they can den. But with winter deepening in the mountains, can Cloyd
himself survive?
Weasel - Cynthia DeFelice 1991-10-01
The name has haunted my sleep and made my awake hours uneasy for as
long as I can remember. Other children whisper that he is part man and
part animal -- wild and blood-thirsty. But I know Weasel is real: a man, an
Indian fighter the government sent to drive off the Indians -- to "remove
them." Weasel has his own ideas about removal... Now that the
Shawnees are dead or have left, Weasel has turned on the settlers. Like
his namesake, the weasel, he hunts by night and sleeps by day, and he
kills not because he is hungry, but for the sport of it...I know what I have
to do. Weasel is out there. He could come here and hurt us. Maybe Pa
can wait for the day when we'll have the law to take care of men like
Weasel. But I can't...
A Week in the Woods - Andrew Clements 2002-09-20
Mark didn't ask to move to New Hampshire. Or to go to a hick school like
Hardy Elementary. And he certainly didn't request Mr. Maxwell as his
teacher. Mr. Maxwell doesn't like rich kids, or slackers, or know-it-alls.
And he's decided that Mark is all of those things. Now the whole school
is headed out for a week of camping -- Hardy's famous Week in the
Woods. At first it sounds dumb, but then Mark begins to open up to life in
the country, and he decides it might be okay to learn something new. It
might even be fun. But things go all wrong for Mark. The Week in the
Woods is not what anyone planned. Especially not Mr. Maxwell. With his
uncanny knack to reach right to the heart of kids, Andrew Clements asks
-- and answers -- questions about first impressions, fairness, loyalty, and
courage -- and exactly what it takes to spend a Week in the Woods.
Downriver - Will Hobbs 2012-07-10
Fifteen-year-old Jessie and the other rebellious teenage members of a
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wilderness survival school team abandon their adult leader, hijack his
boats, and try to run the dangerous white water at the bottom of the
Grand Canyon.
Ghost Canoe - Will Hobbs 2008-08-11
Fourteen-year-old Nathan, fishing with the Makah in the Pacific
Northwest, finds himself holding a vital clue when a mysterious stranger
comes to town looking for Spanish treasure.
My Ishmael - Daniel Quinn 2009-09-16
An extraordinary and startlingly original sequel to Ishmael “Enthralling,
shocking, hope-filled, and utterly fearless, Daniel Quinn leads us deeper
and deeper into the human heart, history, and spirit. In My Ishmael,
Quinn strikes out into entirely new territory, posing questions that will
rock you on your heels, and providing tantalizing possibilities for a truly
new world vision.”—Susan Chernak McElroy, author of Animals as
Teachers & Healers When Ishmael places an advertisement for pupils
with “an earnest desire to save the world,” he does not expect a child to
answer him. But twelve-year-old Julie Gerchak is undaunted by Ishmael’s
reluctance to teach someone so young, and convinces him to take her on
as his next student. Ishmael knows he can't apply the same strategies
with Julie that he used with his first pupil, Alan Lomax—nor can he hope
for the same outcome. But young Julie proves that she is ready to forge
her own spiritual path and arrive at her own destination. And when the
time comes to choose a pupil to carry out his greatest mission yet,
Ishmael makes a daring decision—a choice that just might change the
world. Explore Daniel Quinn’s spiritual Ishmael trilogy: ISHMAEL • MY
ISHMAEL • THE STORY OF B
The Big Wander - Will Hobbs 2008-09-08
A Summer To Remember Fourteen-year-old Clay Lancaster has been
dreaming for years of the adventure he calls The Big Wander -- a summer
in the Southwest with his older brother, Mike, searching for their uncle
Clay. When Mike decides to return home to Seattle and the girlfriend he
left behind, Clay chooses to stay on and continue the search on his own.
Following a tip about his uncle, he heads out into the most remote
canyons of the Navajo reservation, with only a burro and a dog named
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Curly for company. Clay loses his heart to the vast, rugged land -- and to
an adventurous girl with a long, dark braid -- but finds his uncle in big
trouble. Can Clay pull off a risky plan to save his uncle -- and the wild
horses Uncle Clay has put his own life in jeopardy to protect?
North - Donna Jo Napoli 2006-01-24
Tired of his mother's overprotectiveness and intrigued by the life of
African American explorer Matthew Henson, twelve-year-old Alvin
travels north and spends a season with a trapper near the Arctic Circle.
Reprint.
Jason's Gold - Will Hobbs 2009-10-13
"Gold!" Jason shouted at the top of his lungs. "Read all about it! Gold
discovered in Alaska!" Within hours of hearing the thrilling news, fifteenyear-old Jason Hawthorn jumps a train for Seattle, stow away on a ship
bound for the goldfields, and joins thousands of fellow prospectors
attempting the difficult journey to the Klondike. The Dead Horse Trail,
the infamous Chilkott Pass, and a five-hundred-mile trip by canoe down
the Yukon River lie ahead. With help from a young writer named Jack
London, Jason and his dog face moose, bears, and the terrors of a
subartic winter in this bone-chilling survival story. 00-01 Tayshas High
School Reading List, 01-02 Young Hoosier Book Award Masterlist (Gr
4-6), 01-02 Young Hoosier Book Award Masterlist (Gr 6-8), 01-02 William
Allen White Children's Book Award Masterlist, and 01 Heartland Award
for Excellence in YA Lit Finalist Notable Children's Trade Books in the
Field of Social Studies 2000, National Council for SS & Child. Book
Council, 2000 Best Books for Young Adults (ALA), and 2000 Quick Picks
for Young Adults (Recomm. Books for Reluctant Young Readers)
Somewhere in the Darkness - Walter Dean Myers 1992
A teenage boy accompanies his father, who has recently escaped from
prison, on a trip that turns out to be a time of often painful discovery for
them both.
Henry and Mudge and the Starry Night - Cynthia Rylant 1998-04
Henry, his dog Mudge, and his parents go on a quiet camping trip to Big
Bear Lake, enjoying the clean smell of trees and wonderful green
dreams.
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My Side of the Mountain - Jean Craighead George 2001-05-21
"Should appeal to all rugged individualists who dream of escape to the
forest."—The New York Times Book Review Sam Gribley is terribly
unhappy living in New York City with his family, so he runs away to the
Catskill Mountains to live in the woods—all by himself. With only a
penknife, a ball of cord, forty dollars, and some flint and steel, he intends
to survive on his own. Sam learns about courage, danger, and
independence during his year in the wilderness, a year that changes his
life forever. “An extraordinary book . . . It will be read year after year.”
—The Horn Book
City of Gold - Will Hobbs 2020-07-14
Rich in adventure, history, and humor, an odyssey set in the twilight of
the Wild West spun by Will Hobbs Weeks after arriving in Colorado to
start a new farm, the Hollowell family is looking at disaster when fifteenyear-old Owen witnesses the theft of their mules. Learning that Hercules
and Peaches will likely be sold to the mines, Owen sets out to track the
rustler over the mountains. It’s all Ma can do to hold back little brother
Till, who’s more than a handful. The outlaw’s trail leads to Telluride, the
turbulent “City of Gold.” Owen gets help from a resourceful girl named
Molly and dubious assistance from Till, who shows up on the train from
Durango. Telluride’s notorious marshal finally takes an interest when he
identifies the rustler as one of Butch Cassidy’s Wild Bunch. The lawman
leads Owen and Till on horseback into the canyon country and all the
way to Robbers Roost. For readers who love adventure and humor, Will
Hobbs delivers a stirring tale of two brothers who risk it all to recover
their mules and secure their future.
Bearstone - Will Hobbs 2008-06-20
A Dramatic Tale of Grizzlies and Gold Fourteen-year-old Cloyd Atcitty has
been skipping school for years. He's run away from a group home for
Native American boys, and is now being sent to work for Walter Landis,
an old rancher on an isolated Colorado farm. In a cave above the ranch,
Cloyd finds a turquoise carving of a bear. Knowing that his people, the
Utes, have a special relationship with bears, he keeps the small stone,
hoping it will bring him strength. A terrible blow-up with Walter ends in
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near disaster, but the old man offers Cloyd one last chance: they'll ride
together into the mountains to reopen Walter's abandoned gold mine.
Among the high peaks that harbor Colorado's last grizzlies, Cloyd's
courage and loyalty will be tested to the limit.
The Maze - Will Hobbs 2009-10-13
Just fourteen, Rick Walder is alone, on the run, and desperate. Stowing
away in the back of a truck, he suddenly finds himself at a dead end, out
in the middle of nowhere. The Maze. In this surreal landscape of stark
redrock spires and deep sandstone canyons, Rick stumbles into the
remote camp of Lon Perigrino, a bird biologist who is realeasing
fledgling California condors back into the wild. Intriqued by the
endangered condors and the strange bearded man dedicated to saving
them, Rick decides to stay on. When two men with a vicious dog drive up
in a battered old Humvee, Rick discovers that Lon and his birds are in
grave danger. Will he be able to save them? In a heart-stopping
adventure infused with the spirit of the Icarus myth and a boy's dreams
of flight, Will Hobbs brings readers a unique tale of identity, personal
growth, and friendship. 01 Blue Spruce Award Masterlist (YA Cat.), 01
AZ Young Reader Award Masterlist (Teen Bks cat.), 00-01 Sunshine State
Young Reader's Award Masterlist (Gr. 6-8), 00-01 Black-Eyed Susan
Award Masterlist, 00-01 Minnesota's Maud Hart Lovelace Book Award
Masterlist, 00-01 South Carolina Book Award Nomination Masterlist
(Grds 6-9), 00-01 Lone Star Reading List, 00-01 Utah Book Award (Gr.
7-12), 01 Washington State Evergreen YA Book Award Masterlist, 00-01
Young Hoosier Book Award Masterlist (Gr. 6-8), and 01 Rebecca Caudill
Young Readers' Book Award Nominee Masterlist
Kokopelli's Flute - Will Hobbs 2008-09-08
THE MAGIC HAD ALWAYS BEEN THERE. Tep Jones has always felt the
magic of Picture House, an Anasazi cliff dwelling near the seed farm
where he lives with his parents. But he could never have imagined what
would happen to him on the night of a lunar eclipse, when he finds a
bone flute left behind by grave robbers. Tep falls under the spell of a
powerful ancient magic that traps him at night in the body of an animal.
Only by unraveling the mysteries of Picture House can Tep save himself
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and his desperately ill mother. Does the enigmatic old Indian who calls
himself Cricket hold the key to unlocking the secrets of the past? And
can Tep find the answers in time?
Down the Yukon - Will Hobbs 2009-10-13
The great race across Alaska! As Dawson City goes up in flames, Jason
Hawthorn itches to join the new rush for gold in Nome, 1,700 miles
away. He and his brothers have been cheated out of their sawmill, so
when a $20,000 prize is announced for the winner of a race to Nome,
Jason enters. His partner in the canoe is Jamie Dunavant, the
adventurous girl he loves. Will they make it to the finish line, despite the
hazards of the Yukon River, two dangerous rivals, and the terrors of the
open sea?
Jackie's Wild Seattle - Will Hobbs 2009-10-13
Heart-stopping adventure on the wild side of Seattle! How do you rescue
a coyote trapped in the elevator of a downtown office building? How do
you save an injured seal at the bottom of a cliff with the tide coming in?
Fourteen-year-old Shannon and her younger brother, Cody, are about to
find out as they spend a summer of breathless, sometimes reckless, often
hilarious adventure visiting their uncle Neal at a wildlife center called
Jackie's Wild Seattle. When Uncle Neal is injured, it's up to Shannon,
Cody, and Sage, the rescue dog, to keep the circle of healing unbroken.
Savage Drift - Emmy Laybourne 2014
Dean, Alex, and the other survivors of the Monument 14 have escaped
the disaster zone and made it to the safety of a Canadian refugee camp.
Some of the kids have been reunited with their families, and everyone is
making tentative plans for the future
Take Me to the River - Will Hobbs 2012-05-15
Deep in trouble, deep in the canyons Fourteen-year-old Dylan Sands has
come all the way to the Big Bend on the Texas-Mexico border to paddle
the fabled Rio Grande with his cousin Rio. As the boys are packing their
raft and canoe for ten days in the canyons, six Black Hawk helicopters
appear overhead and race across the river into Mexico. The Army warns
them that a hurricane is approaching the coast. Convincing themselves
that their chances of running into a storm are slim, Dylan and Rio launch
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onto the wildest and most remote waters in the Southwest. Downriver, a
man appears with a seven-year-old boy, begging for help . . . and the
storm is upon them. Danger, suspense, and the ever-looming troubles in
Mexico drive this white-knuckle adventure forward at a breakneck pace.
Into the Beautiful North - Luis Alberto Urrea 2010-06-16
Nineteen-year-old Nayeli works at a taco shop in her Mexican village and
dreams about her father, who journeyed to the US when she was young.
Recently, it has dawned on her that he isn't the only man who has left
town. In fact, there are almost no men in the village--they've all gone
north. While watching The Magnificent Seven, Nayeli decides to go north
herself and recruit seven men--her own "Siete Magníficos"--to repopulate
her hometown and protect it from the bandidos who plan on taking it
over. Filled with unforgettable characters and prose as radiant as the
Sinaloan sun, Into the Beautiful North is the story of an irresistible young
woman's quest to find herself on both sides of the fence.
Far North - Will Hobbs 2004-04-13
"Mayday! Landed on river. Engine out. Floating toward the falls." When
the engine of their float plane fails during a water landing near the head
of Canada's monumental Virginia Falls, what began as a sightseeing
detour turns into a survival mission for two high-school students and
their elderly companion. With the brutal sub arctic winter about to fall
like a hammer, Gabe Rogers, his boarding-school roommate, Raymond
Providence, and Raymond's great-uncle, Johnny Raven, are trapped in a
deadly wilderness. Braving icy rapids and desperately hunting for moose
in their struggle to fend off starvation, all three travelers must rely on
the others' knowledge and courage, or survival is out of the question.
Howling Hill - Will Hobbs 1998-09-28
Hanni the wolf pup has never been alone before, and now she's lost in
the wilderness. She's too little and scared even to cry out for help! But
Hanni soon learns to trust the world outside and the wolf inside--and
finally discovers a howl within, long a deep, that brings her family to the
rescue. From an award-winning novelist comes this thrilling picture-book
tale, illustrated with dynamic paintings that capture the dramatic
landscape of the far north.
downriver-will-hobbs
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Never Say Die - Will Hobbs 2013-01-29
In this fast-paced adventure story set in the Canadian arctic, fifteen-yearold Inuit hunter Nick Thrasher comes face-to-face with a fearsome
creature on a routine caribou hunt gone wrong. Part grizzly, part polar
bear, this environmental mutant has been pegged the “grolar bear” by
wildlife experts. Nick may have escaped this time, but it won’t be his last
encounter. Then Nick’s estranged half-brother, Ryan, offers to take him
on a rafting trip down a remote part of the Firth River. But when disaster
strikes, the two narrowly evade death. They’re left stranded without
supplies—and then the grolar bear appears. Will Hobbs brings his
singular style to this suspenseful story about two brothers fighting for
survival against the unpredictable—and sometimes deadly—whims of
nature.
River Thunder - Will Hobbs 2009-04-23
Jessie, Troy, and the rest of the crew from Downriver have returned to
the Grand Canyon for adventure down the Colorado River. In the year
since they last were together, each has changed; each feels more mature.
But how will they interact now that they are facing new challenges-challenges greater than anything they've had to deal with at home? For
Troy, it is a chance to prove he can be a team player, someone worthy of
friendship and love. For Jessie, the river is the ultimate test. Does she
have what it takes to row down the mighty Colorado? The only way to
find out is to get into the raft and set off to face the thundering rapids
and the powerful emotions that the river unleashes.
Camping Day! - Patricia Lakin 2009-06-11
Sam, Pam, Will and Jill are crocodile friends with a camping plan but not
much know-how. They get lost on their way to the campsite, get attacked
by a swarm of bees, get all mixed up while trying to assemble their tent,
and then get so frightened by nighttime shadows that their campout is in
danger of fizzing out. But all ends well, as it always does for this
happygo- lucky crew. This is a breezy summer story that?s ?ideally
pitched for prereaders or brand-new ones? (as Booklist said of its
predecessor, Rainy Day!).
Twisted Summer - Willo Davis Roberts 2017-06-20
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Fourteen-year-old Cici hopes for a romantic summer at the beach but
instead finds herself trying to solve a murder which had occurred there
the previous year.
Boyz 'r' Us - Scott Monk 2011-02-01
It's a long, mad ride from Summer Bay!Chicks, babes, cars and music;
bored kids and shouting mothers; fathers that suck on a bottle to put
themselves to sleep; and TV sets blaring mindlessly. Race tensions are
hotting up in Marrickville and the media want a gang war so badly that
they nearly start one. As Mitch looks back on his time as former leader of
the Tunderjets, he tells the searing story of a scene that in some ways, no
matter how hard you try, you can never leave.
Down River - Will Hobbs 1991
Fifteen-year-old Jessie and the other rebellious teenage members of a
wilderness survival school team abandon their adult leader, hijack his
boats, and try to run the dangerous white water at the bottom of the
Grand Canyon. No adults, no permit, no river map. Just some "borrowed"
gear from Discovery Unlimited, the outdoor education program Jessie
and her new companions have just ditched. Jessie and the others are
having the time of their lives floating beneath sheer red walls, exploring
unknown caves and dangerous waterfalls, and plunging through the
Grand Canyon's roaring rapids. No one, including Troy, who emerges as
the group's magnetic and ultimately frightening leader, can forsee the
challenges and conflicts. What will be the consequences of their reckless
adventure?
Changes in Latitudes - Will Hobbs 2008-06-30
Trouble In Paradise Sixteen-year-old Travis is looking for a good time. A
vacation in Mexico with his mother, sister, and little brother might cramp
his style, but he's willing to take that risk for a chance to cruise the
beaches. Travis soon discovers that even with his headphones and
shades, he can't completely cut himself off from his family's problems. He
begins to understand why his father didn't come with them: His mother
is contemplating a divorce. Meanwhile his younger brother, Teddy,
becomes increasingly obsessed with protecting some endangered sea
turtles near the resort. In spite of himself, Travis is drawn into Teddy's
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efforts to save the turtles. But it takes a devastating tragedy beyond his
imagining to shake Travis out of his cynicism -- a tragedy that will
change his family forever.
Sheep - Valerie Hobbs 2009-04-27
The sheep closed in around him like a big, woolly blanket. The puppy had
never been so scared or so excited in his life. Soon he was racing,
feinting, dodging – learning what it means to be one of the proud breed
of Border collies, the finest sheepherders in the world. Then, almost
overnight, his life is turned upside down. He finds himself in a series of
strange places, with no sheep, his family gone. With nothing but the
courage he was born with and a dream, he searches for the life he once
knew, gathering names and adventures as he goes. For a short time, he's
called Blackie. To the Goat Man, he's Shep. To Hollerin, he's Spot.
There's one name that threatens to forever haunt him – Sparky, the name
Billy the circus man calls him when he reaches for the whip. But there's
another name that he is given, one that finally makes him feel at home . .
. Known for her rich character development, the author brings all her
skills to delving into the mind of a clever, philosophical, and hopeful dog
searching for a home.
Sweet Designs - Amy Atlas 2012-04-24
Bake it, Craft it, Style it! Amy Atlas, home baker, crafter, and party
planner extraordinaire, shows her readers and fans how to create
fabulous sweets tables for adults and kids, combining easy recipes,
dressed-up store-bought treats, and craft ideas, to make dessert a fitting
grand finale to any gathering. Amy Atlas gained an international
following when she introduced the concept of meshing baking and
crafting to make beautiful sweets spreads. She has designed tables for
Brooke Shields, Electrolux with Kelly Ripa, Gayle King, Martha Stewart
Weddings, Mindy Weiss, and O Magazine. Since 2008, hundreds of
thousands of readers have flocked to her award-winning blog, Sweet
Designs. Now they’ll learn how she does it for the first time in her first
book filled with brand-new tables, original recipes, do-it-yourself
instructions, and dozens of tips and secrets. Sweet Designs includes 15
chapters filled with more than 100 recipes for every kind of irresistible
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treat, plus over 75 easy, affordable DIY craft projects to make them even
more special. Each chapter features an amazing dessert table that
reflects themes Amy’s clients most often request: a favorite color, design,
flavor, destination, passion, or holiday. Amy tells readers how they can
make just one item, mix and match items from different tables, or make
the dessert tables as shown. For every maid of honor who needs to plan
an epic bridal shower (and then later the baby shower), every mom who
needs to put together a birthday bash her kids will never forget, and
every Scrabble aficionado who wants to throw the game-night party to
end all game-night parties, Amy serves up that elusive “wow factor" to
make every celebration an event to remember. Praise for Sweet Designs:
"Amy Atlas, dessert designer extraordinaire, shows you how to create
your own stylish sugarscapes for any occasion. Whether baking, creating,
or designing, it's inspiring the way she showcases sweets." --Bakerella,
author of Cake Pops "I think I have met my match. Amy not only knows
her candies, but she knows her cookies, cupcakes, sweets, and crafts too.
She takes her sweets to a higher level where they take center stage." --
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Karen Tack, author of Hello Cupcake! "Amy Atlas is the dessert guru.
She's taught me that the dessert table is the pinnacle of any event. She's
an inspiration to all bakers!" --Tori Spelling "The celebrity event planner-best known for her decadent dessert tables--transforms a batch of sugar
cookies into something special." --People "Sweet Designs: Bake It, Craft
It, Style It. I say, Buy It! Amy was the first and true innovator of these
amazing displays of deliciousness." --Mindy Weiss, celebrity event
planner "Amy Atlas has revolutionized the dessert category, bringing
style, sugar, and innovation to everyone's favorite course." --Colin Cowie,
celebrity event planner and lifestyle expert "Amy’s dessert displays are
ALWAYS the talk of the party, returning every adult to a state of
childhood glee while making every sugar fantasy come true for the little
ones. Sweet Designs is the next best thing to having Amy at your own
affair." --David Stark, president, David Stark Design and Production
"Amy has transformed the way we all see desserts. No wedding (or
event!) is complete anymore without a whimsically sweet and delicious
dessert table to top off the night." --Carley Roney, cofounder and editorin-chief of The Knot
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